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Equities: Markets on the continent are mixed but relatively quiet on
Tuesday, as traders digest a flurry of corporate earnings and look to
important data in the days ahead.
If the rally seen in US stocks over the past month is going to have any
further momentum, we believe 10yr US Treasury yields will need to
come down from current levels. Otherwise it will be difficult to see
higher prices for the likes of the S&P 500 given how sensitive this large-
cap growth index is to interest rates. 
Clearly, the US CPI inflation print out on Thursday will be very important,
at least for the near-term direction of the S&P. This data point will help
drive Fed policy in December which in turn has a massive influence on
the stock market. 
Investors will keep a close eye on the US midterm elections today,
although we must point out that equities usually rally despite the result,
benefitting from less uncertainty going forward. On the topic of US
politics: it will be worth keeping an eye on Donald Trump's planned
announcement next week, bearing in mind any uncertainties this may
raise for equity markets in the US.

Safe-havens: Gold is slightly lower this morning, although still over 3% above
its lows from last week at $1,672. The metal will most likely see quiet trade
until after Thursday's inflation data is released. The dollar index is lower on
the week so far, down to 110.25 and approaching an important support line
from the past couple of months. Bonds in the Eurozone and US edged lower
again yesterday, yields are once again flirting with multi-year highs.
Looking ahead: Focus on Tuesday, certainly in the US, will be squarely on the
outcome of the country's midterm elections. Results may not be clear tonight
in the States (overnight here) given the delay in counting mail-in ballots.
Tomorrow morning we expect to have a pretty clear idea of the results - both
for the House of Representatives and the Senate.
Chinese CPI inflation is due in the early hours of Wednesday morning,
expected at 2.4% y/y for October. US CPI on Thursday will likely be the main
data point of the week for American and global markets alike. We will discuss
this in further detail over the coming days.
Later today we will see Q3 results from Disney and Occidental Petroleum
followed tomorrow by Aviva, Flutter Entertainment, Bank of Ireland, Marks &
Spencer, Taylor Wimpey, and Roblox Corp.

08/11/2022 - US Midterm Elections
10/11/2022 - US CPI
11/11/2022 - UK GDP
11/11/2022 - French, Canadian, US Bank Holidays

German multinational pharmaceutical and biotech firm Bayer AG has
this morning reported stronger than expected third-quarter numbers, as
surging demand for its herbicide products more than made up for a fall
in sales related to its stroke prevention pill Xarelto. Q3 adjusted EBITDA
increased by a robust 17.3% y/y to €2.45 billion, ahead of the consensus
forecast for just €2.31b. 
The firm, which has been hit by litigation costs over claims that a
weedkiller it acquired in its takeover of Monsanto (bought for for $63b in
2018) causes cancer, stated that its full-year outlook issued in August still
stands. This forecast was for an adjusted EBITDA of roughly €13b, up
from 2021's €11.2b.
The shares are about 3% weaker at the time of writing, down to €52.60,
having bounced in October by 17% off its 10-month lows. Bayer has a
favourable trailing P/E of 12.6x and forward-P/E of below 11x. This
compares with its peer average of over 25x. 

Bayer

AIB
The Irish Government has successfully sold off more of its stake in AIB,
according to Minister for Finance Paschal Donohoe yesterday. The State
has now reduced its holding in the bank from 62% to 57%, after placing
shares in an accelerated book building process to institutional investors.
This method allows the sale of the stock in a short timeframe with little
or no marketing required.
Donohoe announced that the placing price was €2.96 per share and that
the gross proceeds from the sale will come in at €396.6 million. This will
be returned by the Ireland Strategic Investment Fund to the exchequer.
This marks the second time in five months that the State has disposed of
a large block of AIB shares in one go, with the Minister for Finance
undertaking to not sell further shares in the bank for the next 90
calendar days.
The move was welcomed by AIB: "It is another important development in
the process of returning the State's investment in the group and a
normalisation of the share register" said CEO Colin Hunt.


